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Hollywood girls need a pretty silver star
They can hide in the bottom of their breakdown
Hollywood girls need a secret they can hide behind
The buttons at the bottom of their purse

Hollywood girls need a pretty silver star
They can hide in the distance and the makeup
Hollywood girls need a simple little lie
They can count on when they don't know which is worse

Everyone you meet is like the princess of the
underground
Yeah, everyone you meet is either kissin' ass or going
down

Hollywood girls have those movie star eyes
That they use when they lie about their boyfriends
Hollywood girls have those innocent eyes
That they use when they lie about it all

Hollywood girls do whatever they want
Without the knowledge that they're running out of good
time
Hollywood girls do whatever they want
Without the knowledge they can never have it all

Make yourself a promise that you don't intend to keep
now
You can either work out with your trainer
Or just catch up on some sleep
You can always find a classy way to sell yourself cheap

True love will never mean a thing to me
I'm just looking for a ride in a stolen car
True love is not what it pretends to be
I just wanna have sex with a movie star

I don't wanna think about tomorrow now
I don't wanna think about tomorrow

You wanna make yourself some promises you don't
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intend to keep
You could maybe get yourself a facial
While you catch up on some sleep
You can buy yourself a new dress when you need a new
distraction
You could find yourself an actor when you need some
empty action

I know the words don't mean a damn to me
I wanna walk away when everything falls apart
I know I'm just like everyone I meet
I just wanna have sex with a movie star

True love will never mean a thing to me
I'm just looking for a ride in a stolen car
True love is not what it pretends to be
I just wanna have sex with a movie star

Sex, oh, I just wanna have sex
I just wanna have sex, I just wanna have fun
I don't wanna think about tomorrow
I don't wanna think about tomorrow now
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